
 

Many great emperors ruled over the empire of India.   Read the pages on Babar, Akbar, Aurangzeb 

and Shah Johan. Each had his good points, but also did things that upset the people.   Pick one 

emperor. You are now his public relations manager!  Everyone needs one to make them look better to 

the public.  You will be writing a press release, as well as creating a public relations plan to endear 

him to the people and explain away his “mistakes”. 

Now, what can you do to make them look better? Promote their good points and put a spin on their 

bad points by planning out how to use the media, education, the arts and the press !  Your press 

release must contain background information about your person as well as some sort of visual! You 

may need to do some additional research for details and you may use anything to create your 

release (word, PowerPoint, Publisher) 

 

 

   The Arts   

How can you use art and architecture to promote your 

fabulous leader? 

   Entertainment 

How can you promote you leader through the media? How 

will use TV, movies, the internet or music? 

   THE PRESS 

How can you use newspapers, news programs, and the 

internet to improve the image of the leader? How will 

you deal with reporters who want to do stories on the 

leader? 

 

                       EDUCATION 

How will you use the schools (K-12 and university level) to 

promote the emperor?  What will children learn in school 

to help you meet your goals? 

Write a press release:  Be sure to include all of the great things your leader has done as well as find a unique way to 

explain the negatives.  You must include a visual in your press release.   For example:  Vlad the Impaler found a new 

way to both decorate our glorious nation of Walachia and scare away those pesky Ottoman Turks. By impaling heads 

on poles, not only do we see new, unique artwork along our roadways, but  we don’t have to waste time and money 

sending the bodies back!  

                                           First address these questions: 

1. List the 4 important rulers of the empire. Write a one sentence description of each. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What is the danger in government by empire? 

 

3. List two important differences among these emperors? 

 

4. What dangers do you think this empire faced? (Describe at least 2) 


